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Thanks s 

Firstt of all I would like to express my gratitude to my thesis di-
rectorss Agnès Acker and Ed van den Heuvel. Agnès has always given 
mee very good advice. After I obtained a grant for a PhD thesis she 
saidd to me : "Tell me what you would like to do and I'l l arrange it.". 
II  replied that I would like to work with internationally recognised and 
nicee people, on an exciting subject which would give me a chance to get 
aa permanent position in astronomy some day, and with an international 
collaboration.. "Give me a few days to think about it"she said. But the 

nextt day she was already there with the perfect job for me: a PhD posi-
tionn in Meudon with Anne-Marie Hubert and Michèle Floquet, on early 
B-typee stars, with a collaboration with Amsterdam. During the first 3 
yearss of my PhD, which I spent in Meudon, I visited the institute of 
Amsterdamm many times. I finally moved to spent my full fourth year 
theree thanks to Ed van den Heuvel who accepted to hire and welcome 
mee in the institute. Both of you, Agnès and Ed, although you did not 
takee part in my everyday work, have therefore played an important role 
forr the resulting thesis. 

Itt is with my co-directors that I have been di-
rectlyy working. With 'co-directors' I mean Anne-
Mariee Hubert and Huib Henrichs, but also Michèle 
Floquet,, even if she is not in the official list. Anne-
Mariee and Michèle, you taught me everything about 
observations,, non-radial pulsations, frequency anal-
ysis,, and more, in a very enjoyable family atmo-
sphere.. Always available, always knowledgeable, 

hadd and I know how much I owe you. 
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II  would not have studied the magnetic aspect of the early B-type 
starss if we had not decided on a collaboration between Meudon and 
Huibb Henrichs in Amsterdam. Huib, the magnetic discoveries published 
inn this thesis do not transmit all of our memorable observing nights at 
thee Pic du Midi. Of course I should also thank you for teaching me how 
too write clear papers and for always correcting my English. 

Finallyy I would like to thank the people that brought scientific lights in my work by 
discussions,, collaborations and help, among them especially Yves Frémat, Vincent Geers, 
Slobodann Jankov, Eduardo Janot-Pacheco, Alex de Koter, Sami Solanki, Eva Verdugo and the 
MuSiCoSS 98 team. I am also very indebted to Fieke Kroon and Sacha Hony for translating 
myy French summary into Dutch. 

Myy last words go to the technical staff of observatories in which I had the pleasure 
too observe, especially the friendly and efficient TBL team at the Pic du Midi for the 
unforgettablee months spent on top of the mountain. 

Thiss research has made use of the Simbad database maintained at CDS, Strasbourg, France. 
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